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Abstnct Fouriar windows of the Gdini spa@ft *erc cloely @min.d afl.r retum from
spae flight for evidenc of Det@ro:d imprc'. Alrhough a r6ber of himqpil pnt $ere
foJnd on e{h window. on\ onc oi rlele ?irs appeab ro have bed clied by a dereorord
impet. A m€toroid nu-lfus ftlation calculal€n froh this siltl. hit is found io be in close
agr@nenl with Nawnn\ ( 1966) anal'sis oi the Explord sd PegaG ftt@roid penetralion
exneribdts. Panicl€. tBs. and da disdburion ons de d€rivei ftom fte n'rr-mris
reition dd .r pr*nred in graphiel form. PrcbleEs i. inrerprerirg the dara b..aus ol
contaninanls on thc aindows are also di$used.

r. INTRODUCTION

The windows of the l0 manned Gemini spacecraft that were orbited during 1965 and
1966 presented an excellent opponunity to search for neteoroid impactevidence and thereby
to determine the associated meteoroid impact rate. The opportunity was good because the
windows* prcsented a smooth exterior surface that f.cilitated detection of very small
impact craters and because the area-time product of 42.8 ft -days in space for the 14 win-
dows examined was quite adequate to determine answers to certain questions raised by
previous experimental results about the influx rate of microm€teoroids.

Two problems did arise, however, in interpreting the results from this experiment.
First, postflight examination of the windows revealed a number ofmicroscopic pits on both
the interior and exterior surfaces of the llindows. Therefore, it was necessary to distinguish
between craters that were caused by impacting meteoroids and pits that were caused by other
sources. Second, after the spacecraft had returned from space, a somewhat scaly substance
was found adhering to portions of the windows and occasioDally coveing as much as 80
per cent of the window surface. The thickness ofth€ scale varied from a fraction ofa micron
to as much as 50 lt- Obviously, if this rnaterial was on the windows while in orbit, it would
significandy modify the resulting analysis of the meteoroid influx rate; lor example, micron-
sized met€oroids would noi penetrate the thicker scale and hence would not be detected on
portions of t}le windows.

The following sections contain | (2) A discussion of the window contamination problen;
(3) A description of the experinental procedure used to examine the windows; (4) An
analysis of how the wiodow data are related to laboratory tests ; (5) A discussion of the
probable validity of the Gemini window data ; (6) A pres€ntation of t.he cumulative flux vs.
inass; (7) Additional .esults ofinterest derived from the meteoroid impact experiments;
(8) Conclusions.

2. II'INDQW CONTAMINATTON
All of the Gernini windows were found to have beer coDtaminated to varying degrees

with foreign material during space flight. The source ofthis contamination is still a matter
of sone conjecture. However, a credible reconstruction of the events that caused the scale
on the windows has been derived and, becaus€ of its pertinence to the subject of this paper,
is presented briefly in the following paragraphs.f

* only the outer pan€ of the th@-panc Gemini window wa consid..ld in rhis €xaDination.
i This reonsrrucrion wa tl2lMiated to us by G. P. Bonocr ol thc AsrrcnoEy Branch add othss at rhe
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Aiter the spacecraft returned fronr spac€, samples of the scale from several windows were
chemically analyz€d (Bonner er a/., 1968). The rnajor cons.ituent ofthe scate was found to
be a silicon oil. The presence ofa rransparent, oily material on some spacecrafr winatows
during the orbital pe od became apparent during the CT-w flight. Duringexrra-rehicutar
activity in this fli8ht, the pilot inadverrently brushed against and smeared the window. The
smearing was observed and reported by tlle commard pilot and is also apparent in a photo_
graph taken of tie CT-IV window while in orbit. These observations led to the spec;htion
tllat the oil was.eleased from the ablative nose-cone fairing which protected tle nose ofthc
Gemini sparecraft fiom aerodynamic heating during launch. tr s€;rned quite possible that
the DC-325 ablation mat€rial would heat enough during launch to rctea;e silicon oil in a
Iiquid form that could rhen wash back onto the windows.

For this reasoo, the outer windows of cemini spac€craft VIII through XII were pro-
tected durinS launch with a' additionat covering window which was discarded, as was rhe
nose-cone fairing, after o.bir insertion. This precaution, however, only partially reduced
the window contamiuation (large variations in contamination from indow to window made
it somewhat difrcult to correlate cllanges in contamination with actions taken to realuce
contamination). Other speculations concerning additional sources ofcontamination were
otrered and found lacking in one respect or another.

It was later noted that oil occasionally appeared on the inside as w€lt as the outside ofthe
outer Gemini windowpanes. This observation led to the proposition thar silicon oil had
es.aped from the porring nateriat { Rl V-90) s hrch ua, usj as i seat for rbe q indow framel,
and had spread onto the surface of rhe glass. To verify this proposirion, thc GT-XII
windows were baked in an oven under vacuum conditions befor; Bisht and were cleaned
b€fore launch. These wrndows 'Id exhjbit signrJicaorty less conraminrtion afler recoveq
than did the windows of the previous Cemini spacecraft.

._ Hen€e, the folowing cemini window contamination history is widely acc€pted. Silicon
oil f.om the RTV-90 potting compound creeps out onro the surface ofthe wind;w under th€
vacuum conditions of space. Vacuum grease from the window tasket (a paper material
satumted with vacuum grease) may also do the same. Silicon oil from the ablative nose_con€
fairing quite probably also gets on rhe windows during taunch unless the windows have pro-
tectiv€ covers. During reentry, malerial from the rear ablative heat shietd (also DC-32j) as
wel l  as mater ial  f ron some of lhe gui l loLined electr ical  connect ions {rbe unique composi-
tional el€ments ofwhich were detected in the chemical analysis of the window scale) swirls
bacl,  upon the $indow aDd adheres ro Lhe \ i t icon oi l  atread'y on rhe uindow. The hear ol
reentry th€n bakes this material tumly on the window, producing the scale observed upon
recovery. A closer look at how this contamiration aFects the mereoroid imDact analvsi3 is
deferreJ to Section 5.

]. EXPERIMENTAL PROCI]DURE
After a small sample ofthe window scale was removed for chemical analysis. the win-

do$s were subjected ro an oplrcal anatysis ro determine the cbange in oprjial propenies
caused by the contamination. The scale was then scraped otr witl a razoi bhd;. a;d rhe
window surlac€s were cleaDed and "ubiecred ro a second optrca t a nalysi". Tbewindowsr ere
then examined in detail for evidence ofmeteoroid impact crarering. It should be noted at
tlis time tlnt, althou8h great care was exercised, it is dimcult to bo certain whetler or not
the nzor-blade cleatring was responsibte for any ofrhe pits larer observed on the windows.
It is believed, [ow€ver, rhat no parricular problem is pres€nted with respect to confusing
this type pit with im!'act craters, as will be explained in Section 4.

Selected regions of several windows (both the exterior and interior surfac$) wete scanned
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at a maSnincation of l00x and all pirs w€re record€d rhar had diamerers larg€r than 20
p. Bel$€€n four atrd ten 20 t or larger crar€rs per in! $ere tound on tbe ouiside of tbe
windows, and between one and six of tlese crarers were found on ihe inside of tle windows.
Roughly, there were twic€ as many pits of this size on the outside surfaces as on the inside

The entire surface (85 in ) of each window was rhen scanned at a maenification of20 x.
and al lc.aters $ere recorded tbar had diameters ldrger rhan t0O / .  A ; f the:ecrarersand
some of the smaller ones were rhen examined in detail at magnilications up to 750x.
Although there is considemble variarion among individuat f,its, the rario ofpit diameter to
pit depth was typically about 10, regardless of crater size_ Similar resutts for Vycor glass
weie found for craters produced in the laboratory at both high and low impact velociti€s.

.I. ANALI'SIS OF DATA
The flight time in days and the Dumber ofpits 100 t or larger in dia. thar were found on

each window exarnitred are shown in Tabl€ l. It is seen that the correlation between lencth
ofspace f l ight dnd number of pi ls oD rbe q indoqs ir  not c lose- For exampte. CT-Vjtwa; i t r
orbit for 13.8 days and had 16 and 15 pirs on rhe outside sufaces of the lefr and right
windows, rcsp€ctively, wbile CT-VIA had corresponding numbers of2l and 9 pits but;as
onty in orbit for l.l days offlight. Curiously, there were few t 00-t and larSer crarers on rhe
intedor surfaces of t-he windows; rwo or three per window was typical.

T^M l. NUER or prs w lOO/. oN cE cEurNr

kr r  r indow RrBht  s indow

GT.IV
GT,V
GT,VTA
GT.VII
GT-IX
GT-X
GT,XI
GT.XII

The pit data could be analyzed by subtracting the number of pits observed on ihe inside
of the windows from those observed on ihe outside and ascribinr the ditrerence to meteor-
oid impacr crdter ing. Tbis melhod isnor satr . facrory torar teasi  four reuson":

(l) The CT-VIA mission, for example, would give an average formarion rate for the
l0t!p and larger craters about l0 times gr€at€r tllan would be obtained from rhe GT-VII
rnission. This would iodicate consjderable show€r activity for lhe verv small meteoroids
{-10 10g1. Radro meleor dara indrcate lhar major showir acr iv iry deireases signrf icanrly
relative to sporadic activity as tle meteoroid mass decreases. The trend indicated by th€
radio meteor data would predict little detectable shower acrivity at 10-10 g. This tr€nd is
contumed by tlrc !'enetntion histories of the Explorer and Pegasus penetration satellites.
Also, the GT-VII and GT-VIA spacecraft were in orbit at the same time.

(2) The left and right windows of several ofthe spacecraft do not have similar numbers
of l0Gp and larger cmiers. The chance occurrence ofsuch large discrepancies is very small.

(3) For the 20.p-dia. and larger craten, one window was examined which had about the
same density ofpits (approxirnat€ly 6 per inN) on rhe inside of the wiDdow as on the ourside.

4.1
7 9
I l

t3 .8
3 0
2.9
l 0
3 9

9
l 5
3
9

l 0
3

2
4

2 l
t 6

9
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And, in general, for the 20-p crat€rs, the difference ber\reen the outside and inside crater
densities varied greatly fron 0 per jn, to about 5 per inr. This diff€rence also had no
particular correlation with the length of space flight.

(4) With one exception , the pits observ€d on the windows do not have the characterisrics
of laboratory-produced hypervelocity impacts by small projectiles. The overwh€lming
majority of the pils closely resembles the type of pit that is comrnonly left after a ghss-
polishing operation.

The lasl reason cited above provides the only reasonable crirerion found for derermin-
ing wh€ther or not a Gemini window pit is, in fact, a meteoroid inpact crater. That is, .he
overwhelming proportion of meteoroids striking the spacecraft should have velociries in
excess of 7 km/sec (the nininum possible v€locity of impact equals the escape velocity
minus the orbitalv€locity ̂ ,a kn^ec). Craters produced in Vycorglass in thelaboratory by
projectiles traveling 7 km/sec or faster have a charactefistic molten-appearing or partly
fused region in the ccntral part ofthe crater. This fus€d appcaraoce in the central portion of
tlrc crater or pit has n€ver been observed forlow-v€locity impact craters and for chip-outs or
pits left from a glass-polishing process. Th€ kinds of pits found on the windows and the
impact craters produced in the labomtory will be examined and compared in the following
paragraphs.

The single craterfound on the Gemini windows that is believed to be caus€d by meteoroid
impact was found on the left-hand window of the GT-V spacecraft and is sh own in Fig. I .
The craier is -ll0 p in dia. and 12 & deep and has many of the characteristics of a hyper-
velocityimpact in thissize range. That js, there is a molten-appearing raised Iip surrounding
the indented central region of the crater. Dxterior to this region and roughly conc€ntric to
it is a conchoidal fracture region. (The crater diameter referred to henceforth will be rhe
diameter of the coochoidal fractur€ region unless otherwise specjfred.) The glass in ihe
conchoidal lracture region has chipped away to a depth of -5 p. Figure 2 illustrates a
crosesectional view of this crater (not to scale).

Fra, 2. AlRo)<MrE cRoss oF fr! cT-V

Because GT-VII spent the longest time in space, the pits or craters on itswindows are of
unusual interest. Each of tle 31 100'p and larger pits was examired in great detail at
magnifications up to 750 x to search for evidence of hypervelocity impact. Typical exampl€s
of pits od the GT-VII windows are shown in Figs. 3-6. Figure 3 shows a chipout or pit
-90 t in dia. and -10/ deep. A small satellite crater is located nearby andjustoutofthe
field of view in the photograph. One or more small sat€llite craters werc associated with a
large fraction ofthe Gemini window craters. Crater grouping is a common occurr€[ce for
pits made during polishing.

Figure 4 shows an elongated crater of lateral dimensions l00t by l30p and -l0p
deep. A small sat€llite cmter is located nearby. Figure 5 shows a thjrd chip'out -120 in
dia. and aSain -10 A deep.
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Scratches are anoiher type of imperf€€tion, of which several are included among the
100-p and larger pits listed in Table L A very large scratch that is several hundred microns
long but only a few microns d€ep and 70 or 80 t wide is shown in Fig. 6. This scratch was
one ofthetwo imperfections in the GT-VIIwindows that had a lineardimension over 200 A.
Occasionally, a chip.out was seen that was not immediately identifiable as being of non-
hypervelocity impacl origiD. However, d€tailed studies of thes€ craters revealed no molten-
appearing central regiotr where the glass appeared to have ffowed under impact heating.
The GT-V crater previously mention€d was, otcource, the single exc€ption.

Figure 7 shows two hyp€rvelocity impacts into Vycor glass (Conring 7913) that wer€
prcduced with the exploding lithium-wire draS-accelerating gun of the Martir Company.
Glass spheres -60 t in dia. were used as projectiles but these Fnerally broke into smaller
pieces upon launch. The two craters wer€ made by fragments that werc, perhaps, between
4 and 5 p in dia. Some ofthe craters obtaired at the Martin facility did not show the strik-
ing molten-appearing centml region and were assum€d to be caused by trash that came down
lat€r at a slower velocity- lndicated velocities on sorne of th€ faster projectiles ranged up to
20 km/sec. Craters that have the nolten-appearing central regions were assumed to be
caused by tlrc very fast pmj€cliles because it has not been possible to produce this rype of
crater by any other means,

Figure 8 shows the central regions of the same two cmters at a higher magnification and
illustrates how strikingly evident it is that tlle c€ntral region once consisted of glass flowin8
in tle molten state. (Note: Tbe two craters shown are typical of dozens of the Martin
craters. These were forlunately close enough togetlrcr to exhibit both in a single photograph.
These two craters are also interesting because they are in the same size range and are similar
in appearance to the GT-Y clater.)

FiSure 9 shows the results of a 384-p-dia. Pyrex projectile irnpacted into Vycor at 7.37
km/sec. The cnter is -8600 / (0.86 cm) in dia. and 800 t de€p. The glass around and
close to the impact point appears to have been shattered and pa ly fused, indicating con-
siderable heat production during the impact. In general, evidence of melting is conspicu-
ously present at impact velocities above 7 krn/sec for glass projectiles. Below this vetocity,
although the glass appears highly crushed at the impactpoint, melting is rot so evident. At
much lower impacl velocities, therc is no evidence of meltiog at the impact point.

Figure l0 shows the results of a +-in.-dia. glass projectile impacted into Vycor at -370
mhec-a low-velocity inpact. The c€ntral region ofthis crater is shown at higher magnifi-
cation in Fig. I l. The shattered glass is blocky and angular and shows none of the evidence
offusion tlat is apparent in Figs. 7-9.

5. DISCUSsION OF E)(PERIMEIiIAL REST'LIS
When tlrc pits oo the G€mini windows ate compar€d with craters produced under

experimental conditioos in Vycor glass at both high and low velocities, it is seen that the
Gemini window pits do not even laidtly resemble craters made by hypervelocity impacts
(with the one exception noted on the cT-V window). The Cemini window pirs do rot even
resemble craters made by impacting proj ectiles at interm€diate and low velociries, although the
resemblanc€ would improve if all of the incipient spall and crushed glass werc removed from
the low-velocity impact claters. The pits on the cemini windows do resemble one class of
pits very closely; namely those left by the glass-polishing process. One may then ask why
tlere are signitrcantly nore pits oD the outside of the windows tban on the inside. There is no
certain answer to this question. It has be€n found, however, that by gouging at very
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minute pGtpolish pits with a pin, one can often substantially enlarge them to the point that
tlrcy would app€a. very similar to tle 100-t and larger pits on the windows. The re€ntry
heating and later scraping with a razor blade could have produced some of the pits obsefl€d
on the exterior surfac€s. Although not all of the 2Gp and lrrger diameter craters we.e
exhaustively examined because of the prohibitively large nunber of them, ihe obsewations
previously mentioned also apply to the smaller craters that were so examined.

Thequestion now aris$ whether or not lhe contamination on the windows has hidden or
dilguised impacts of very small meteoroids. It is not possible to be certlin but an educated
guess can be made based on the window coniamination history previoudy postulated.
Because a ilm of silicon oil from tle window seals appears to be tle najor (and on GT-8
tlrough CT-12 p€rhaps the only) source of window conlamination while in orbit, the thick-
ness of tlrc oil contamination should be greater near tlrc edge of the wirdows than the center.
After reenty, the baked-on scale was observed to be thicker near the edge of some of lhe
windows. In fact, c€ntral regions of mary of the returned wiodows \yere entirely free of
scale, and impact characteristics of micron-sized meteoroids would not be modified if thes€
window areas were similarly clear in space. Impacts created by larger meteoroids would, of
course, be less aflect€d by a thin film. Hence, it s€ems reasooable to assume that a signili-
cant fraction (perhaps oDe-half) of the windows was not contaminated severely enough to
disguise impacls made by meteoroids with diameters as small as 4 p. A +p meteoroid,
traveling at 20 km/sec, should produce a cmter in Vycor -100 p in dia- The detectiotr
thr€shold s€t on tle Gemini windows was 100 p. It will thercfore b€ assumed in the follow-
ing analysis that exacdy one-half of the window surface was available for undistorted
meteoroid impacts producing craten 100 p and larger in dia.

5. TLUX OBIAINED FROM METEOROID IMPACT DATA
To obtain th€ flux of parricles down to tlle threshold size, the single impact is divided by

th€ exposed arca{irne of 3.98 rnadays (or 42.8 ft -days), divided by 0 63 to allow for Earlh
shielding appropriate to the Gemini flights, and multiplied by 2 to account for the assuned
efect of cortaminatiotr. The rcsult is approximately 0.8 meteoroid impacts per m8-day of
sufrcient size to produce a cnter in Vycor at least 1001in dia.

The mass of a meteoroid causing a crater in Vycor l00l, in dia. must be estimated by
extrapolating lower-velocity Iarger-mass laboratory data. The results of impacting Pyrex
spheres 384 p ir dia. into sectiors of the GT-V window (made ofVycor) are given in Table 2.
The projectiles were quite uniform, varying from the mean by less than 5 p in dia. and I ]lrg
in rnass. The average projecrile mass was 63. I pg and the corresponding avemge density was
2 13 g/cm3.

T s c Z I F ^ o D r  o l r a

v D

6747
7UA
79{r')
8582
7U5
7t76
8911

80?
746
790
800
788
794
799

7 4 1
7.37
7 3 4
7-37

7.34
7.14

8.36
922

1 0 0 8
10.73
922
8.99

1 t . 1 6

2 1 0
205
2-06
2.08
205
2-0a
2 0 8

'Pmelation depth. P, impacL veleiry. I. Elio of p.ne'Etion deprh ro
proicl,le drao.rd, P/4 @ler didetr, D, tud nrio ot @t.r dimeH ro p€n+
trario' dcprh, D/P, r6petively, for 384-pdi{ Pyrx proietile imp&1ing
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The Manned Spacecrait Center empirical penetration formula is used to extraPolate from
laboratory velociti€s aod densities to an average meteoroid impact velocity ard an averaS€
meteoroid mass. The equation is

pld : const dllrsplz(v cos 0)d3

where P is the d€pth of p€netration in cm, dis tle equivalent projec.il€ diarneter in cm, p, is
the projectile densily in &/cm3, / is the projectile velocity in km/sec, and 0 is the angle of
incidence. The constant is evaluated from the data in Table 2 for vycor and is 0 45.

Dohnanyi (1966) derived the dishibution in velocity of meieoroids at tlrc toP of t]le
Ea h's atmosphere from an analysis ofphotographic meteorobservations Thisdistribution
is given by

. , , .  l " Y ' "  I l 2  , / :  1 6 6 k m / r c' ' " ' - i r . o r  . r o ' , u . u  t 6 b .  t /  /  i 2 z k m h e c

where c is the normalization constant. The coresponding average velocity is 19 17 km/sec.
Naumann (1966) has adopted the velocity distribution ofDohnatryi as apProPriate for small
meteoroids detected by the Pegasus and Explorer Pnetration satellites. He also used the
m€teoroid mass density distribution (somewhat modified) of verniani and Hawkins (1965)
which they obtain€d from radar meteor observations. The modifred distribution used was as
folows : 5 I per cent of the meteoroids have a density of 0 37 gi cm3, 45 per cent haYe a
density of2 8 gictrr3, and 4 p€r cent have a density of8 g/cm3- These distributrons and aver-
ages arc assumed appropriate for tle Ger ni window Penetration data. Normal imPact will
b€ aslumed so tbat cos 0 : 1.

The average value of ,/P from the data in Table 2 is 9 7, hence a loGp-dia. crater
corresponds to a 10'3-tde€p crater. Using the average values above for meteoroids, this
crater would be produc€d by a meteoroid with a diameter oi 3 ?2 pandamassof4 TT . 10-u g.
The D/P values do not dep€nd very much on crater size, as sho*n by tle data ir Table 3.

T^Eu 3. Iw^cr D r om nED ^r Tt! MrrN co@^N'

D

28
m
l 5
u
l 8
8

I O
t50
65
62
66

3 l

400
170
150
2m
r70
55

130
1050
700
3J0
550
,lOO
200

14.38
8.J0

1 0 0
8.80
944
6.47

13.0
7.m

lo.Tl

8 t 3
9.52
6.45

'Peftt aio! dePth, qater dia$etd, and th. ntio of rh*
two, Bpetiv€ly, for impacre of high-v.lcily tla$ fragndts
inro vyloi

These data were taken from all of the hypervelocity-appearing craters on four separate
targets impact€d at the Martin Company hypervelocity facilily. There is a fair amount of
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scatt€r in the ,/P data which is probably caused by the iffegular-shap€d projectiles. The
average of the D/P data in Table 3 is 9. I , which does not difrer gre.tly from the 9.7 value io
Table 2. The latter value is assumed to apply to the cemini windows.

The point defned by the flux* and meteoroid mass deriv€d in the previous paragmph is
shown with 95 per cent statistical confidence bars in F_ig. 12 where the logarithm of th€
cumulative flux of panicles having mass ,r or larger is plotted vs. the logarithm of lhe mass.
Since no meteoroids impact€d on the uncontaminat€d window surface tlat caused cnters
deeper than tlle single l2-p-deep crater oll the GT-V window (conesponding to a m€teoroid
diameter of 4.3 I and a mass of 7 4 . I0 n g), a 95 per cent slatistical conidence l€vel is used
io establish a rcasonable upper limit to the flux of meteoroids larger than this mass. The
other points shown on the smooth curve arc the Explorcr and Pegasus penetration data as
reduced by Naumann (1966) at tle Marshall Space Flight Center and labeled 'fit II' in his
report.
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Frc. 12. Ie F (cuMlulvE Fun) vs. r.oo n (ErEoRorD Ms).
Thc doe i!di@t6 no imtacc larger rhan ih. i.diet.d 'Ms (w tqr).

The smooth curve is dcfioed by the analytical exprcssion shown in Fig. 12. The param-
eters in tlis exprossion have been adjusted to frt the Pegasus and Explorer flux-mass points
as reduced by Naumann and to extrapolate smootbly, at larger meteoroid mass€s, into the

r The flui colMtiotr factd Fveo L{ Naumrm (1966). which allos tor nFr@roids impacling at obliqu.
dgles and q(h v.l@iri6 and-deGnris dififtnt frod avedge var6. is -lo F snr'aDd is-nFtlecr;d.
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meteoroid flux-mass curve adopted by Whippl€ (1963). The average mass density of the
larger photogmphic meieoroids was arbita ly chos€n to be 0.4 g/clnt so that Whipple's
Equation (5) b€comes

totF: - l341o9m - 9.4

where .lt is the flur of particles incidert from 2z stemd. of meteoroids of mass m gm and
larger. It is seen tbat the flux-mass point determined from the cemini windows is in excel-
lent ageement witl the Pegasus and Explorer penetration data.

The Explorer \aIII acoustic data (Mccracken, Aloxander and Dubin, 196l) is in serious
disagreement with the penetration and window data. Although not showD in Fig. 12, tle
Ariel II data (Jennison, McDonnell and Rodgers, 1967) support the Fnetration data_ We
believe the pen€tratioD data to b€ much more reliable thad th€ acoustic data and, tlrcrefore,
do not us9 the acoustic data to fuiuence tlrc shape of tbe cumulative flux-mass curve.

7. AI'DITIONAL RESULIS OT INTEREST

Once a cumulative flux-mass curve is obtained, various distribution curves of interest
may be derivcd. The derivative of Fwith resp€ct to log ,r is plotr€d vs. Iogn in Fig. 13.
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The logarithmic derivative gives the distdbution of paiicles as a function of log rr and is
convenient fof gmphical reprEsentation. The area uoder this curve is equal to the total
number ofmeteoroids arriving at the surlace ofthe EarthFrmt{ay. Thiscurvepeaks, on
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a logarithmic mass interval, at about l0 0 r g. The Pegasus and Explorer data have deter-
mined only the right side of the curve up to about l0 eg- The left side of the curve is
obtained by extrapolatirg the analytical function introduced in Fig_ 12.

The distribution in mass ofthe incoming meteoroids as a functjon oflog m is shown in
Fig. 14. The arm under the curve is equal to the total mass impacting rhe surface of the

H. A.  ZOOK, R.  F.  ILAHERTY and D.  J .  KtsSSl  ER

-10

Log d ,9

Frc. 14- TiB DtsniBUrIoN o

Earth pcr m'-day. Thevalue is 8 S x l0{ 8/m'�-days which is almost identical to WhipPlc\
1967 estimate. This corresponds to about 48 tons ofmeteoritic material being collected bl
the Earth each day. The curve peaks at about 10r'gwith significant contributions from
meteoroids with mass€s between l0 e and 10 g The Photographic data (not including the
Prairie Network data) have determined the right side of this curve, and the Pegasus and
Explorer points have deternined the left side. The region under this curve rcpres€nts the
mass region that is primarily responsible for mass transport in the lunar-erosion Process
This observation follows from the work of Gault, Shoenaker and Moore (1963), in which
they established that the mass of secondary ejecta produced by a hype elocity inPact ts
very nearly propo.tiooal to lhe mass of the incoming Primary meteoroid. It is clea. that,
because ofthe genemlly small impactitg masses involv€d, most of tlrc imPacts r€sponsibl€
for lunar erosion do not produce craters visible in the Lunar Orbiter Photographs

The distribution in cross-sectional area ofincoming meteoroids as a function oflog /, is
given in Fig. 15. Because the linear dimension ofan imPact crater in Vycor is relat€d to the
impacting met€oroid by the ratio 100/1 7 - 27, the area ofa Vycor crater is relat€d to the
cross-sectional area ofthe impacting meteoroid by the ratio 730 Hence, by summing 'rnder
the curve in Fig. 15, the cross-sectional ar€a ofmeteoroids arriving per mr-day is obtained
and is 9'07 x loj crnt/nt-days. By nultiplying by ?30, the total area of chiPped region
being produced on unprotected Vycor glass Per maday is derived. This area is 6 62 x
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l0-i cmg/rn'days, which corresponds to an erosion rate of 2.4 per cent per hundred years on
Vycor. Fused silicachips outtoa somewhat Iarger diameter thao does Vycor; n€vertheless,
meteoritic erosion in space on an unprot€cted glass suface, such as a telescope mi(ror, does
not appear to be a serious problem. A catastrophic impacr, causing the mirror to break,
rnay be more lik€ly to linit the lifetime ofa space telescope.

The flux of m€teoroids irnpacting tle surface of th€ Earth (at the top of the atmospherc)
at velocity t/6 is decreas€d at I a.u., away from the Earih, by the factor | - V"elV-' wherc
4 is the escape velocity from the surface of the Earth and ,/- is the velocity of the net€or-
oid as measued at the top of tbe atmosphere. To affive at the distribution of particles,
area, or mass per unit volume at I a.u., it is nec€ssary to multiply the gravitational decrease
factot aboye by 4l(V-2 r"t)l/t, integrate over the velocity distribution given by Dohnanyi
( 1966), and rnultiply by the ordinate of th€ appropriate distribution function in Figs. I 3- I 5.
The factor of 4 results from averaging the flux over 4u steradians to a[ive at th€ above
spatial densities. The number of particles per cm3, the cross-sectional area per cm3, and
the mass per cms provided by meteoroids at I a.u. and in ihe eclipiic plane are obtained by
summing over the distribution functions and are shorvn in Table 4.

T^br! 4. MmoRorD !RoPR
1 a.u, noM rHE sirN

2 . 2 x 1 0 \ l . 6 x t 0 s  t 5 x l 0 ,
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lntegration over the area distribution curve can be cornbined with an albedo to conpare
it with experimental observalions of the zodiacal light. In particular, if it is asslrmed that
the spatial density of meteoroids decreases as / 16 where ' is the distance from the Sun, tr
Seometric albedo of 0.057 must be assumed to make the zodiacal light and penehation
measurements agree. This is not an unreasonable value of geonet.ic albedo for certain
types of dust grains. The teometric alb€do for ast€roids ranSes from 0.1 to 0 4.

a. coNclusloNs
The Gernini spacecraft windows have furnished an independent measurement of the

near-Earth penetration flux for lery small meteoroid masses. The contamiDation on the
windows has made them less than ideal meteoroid detectors, but the contamination evidence
does suggest that a reasonable fraction of the total window area was not coated while in
orbit. This gives some, thou8h not cornplete, confdence that the true cemini flux lies
within the 95 per cent statistical confdence bars shown in FiB. 12. The meteoroid flux
obtained from the witrdows is in agreenent witl reasonable extrapolations of all other
p€netration experim€nts. The cumulative flux-mass curve deiermined by the penetration
exp€riments is in good agreement with ihe zodia€al ligh! measurements.
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